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Whether it is a home office, a home 
gym, or some other completely unique 
living space that requires some love 
and attention, you can make the most 
of any interior space simply by adding 
colourful, bright Keylite blinds from 
our Style Collection.

Every room in your home deserves 
to be given the full preferential 
treatment, and every space deserves 
the finished, lived in feel. That is why 
the Style Collection brings together 
a diverse range of colours and fabric 
style options – a blind to suit every 
room type, and a blind to suit every 
unique interior style setting. 

Genuine Roof Window Blinds 
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Practical features Fully enclosed 
cassette

Energy 
efficient

Fabric choice

Upgrade to electrical

Cord free

New design

Fingertip 
control

Fully encased 
side rails

to protect fabric from 
discolouration and 
eliminate light glow 
around the edge

Available in 
thermally efficient 
blackout, dimout and 
moisture resistant

Moisture 
resistant 
options

Keylite blinds come 
with slim aluminium side rails 
for smooth operation and a 
clean classic look. This also 
gives increased natural light 
when the blinds are open

Controls solar heat gain. 
Thermal benefits reduce 
heat loss by at least 
20%. (BBA Tested)

wide range of 
colours available

Our solar powered and electric blinds are 
ideal for those out of reach locations from 
the comfort of your armchair or bed

For 100% child 
safety and peace of 
mind in the home

with brush seals 
to provide 100% 
blackout and improve 
thermal efficiency 

easy and 
smooth 
operation

new

*Electric 1 year

Surround 
options
Available in brushed 
Aluminium or White finish

3
YEAR*

GUARAntEE
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Choose Blackout
No 1 choice for bedrooms  

and cinema rooms

We offer an extensive range of blackout 
blinds, all of which include thermal fabric 

as standard, for extra cosiness and warmth.  

Leave them open and you can let the 
light in, but once they are closed you 
will enjoy completed darkness…and 

of course extra warmth thanks to 
the unique thermal fabrics. 

3
YEAR

GUARAntEE

Fabric choice

Surround 
choice

Choose Wipe Clean, 
Moisture Resistant Blinds

No 1 choice for bathrooms  
and kitchens

Your blinds need to be practical as well 
as beautiful. Our wipe clean, moisture 
resistant blinds range offers the perfect 

solution for any space. 

We now offer wipe clean blinds which are 
completely moisture resistant, with an easy 

wipe clean texture. No more stains, no more 
odours, just blinds that can stand the 

test of time in your home. 

Choose Finish
We offer a choice of surround finish 
to enhance your roof window blinds.

3
YEAR

GUARAntEE

Choose Dimout
No 1 choice for living rooms  

and landings

For those who want to transform their 
home into a place of restful relaxation, then 

the dimout blind is the perfect choice. 

Fully drawn, this blind simply diffuses 
light to provide a warm and cosy feel, far 
away from the glare of the world outside, 
whilst still allowing light to softly permeate 

through the fabric. 

3
YEAR

GUARAntEE

  White Finish Surround
 The perfect complement to 
 your White Finish windows.

  Aluminium Surround
 Ideal with Pine Windows 

for a contemporary finish.

Thermal benefits 
reducing heat loss by at 
least 20% (BBA tested).
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Manual Pole Operation

A Keylite telescopic window opening 
pole (2metre and 3metre) will allow 
you to manually control your Keylite 
roof window and blinds.

Solar Control

Our complete range of blinds are 
available with solar control for 
manually operated windows. Solar 
powered remote control blinds are 
available for all those out of reach 
areas. It’s easy to install with no 
wiring required.

Keylite blinds have been designed 
to perform to your requirements.

Complete control Manual Operation Mains Power

Our one touch control allows 
for effortless positioning of 
the blind by hand.

Our complete range of blinds are 
available with remote control electric 
operation (on a PEK electrically 
operated window). Our electric 
blinds are ideal for those out of 
reach positions.

Operation
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Privacy

Make your bedroom your private 
little retreat by personalising it  
with stunning blinds...
Your bedroom is a place of relaxation and calm 
where you can relax after a long stressful day. 
Allow your roof windows to help brighten your 
bedroom by drawing in bright natural light.  
A bedroom should be warm cosy and peaceful 
...and this is something that colourful Keylite     
blinds can help to achieve. 

Bedroom 
retreat

Choose Blackout  
for a great night’s sleep
Our thermally efficient blackout blinds are available 
in an extensive range of colours for extra cosiness 
and warmth. If you simply want to use your 
bedroom as a haven for optimum sleep, then 
blackout will be perfect for you. Leave them open 
and you can let the light in, but once they are 
drawn you will enjoy completed darkness… 

Choose Dimout - for those who 
want to relax, read and use their 
bedroom as a quiet retreat
For those who want more from their bedroom, and 
want to use it as a place of restful relaxation, then 
the dimout blind is the perfect blind solution. Fully 
drawn, this blind simply diffuses light to provide 
a warm and cosy feel, whilst still allowing light to 
softly permeate through the fabric. 

BlACkOUt is 
the No1 choice 
for bedrooms
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A kids’ bedroom should be a place that makes 
them feel happy and a place where they can let 
loose with their imagination; for kids, life is all 
about learning through play, so why not turn their 
bedroom into their own unique little kingdom? 

Make the most of roof windows in this room by 
simply adding fun blinds specifically designed for 
children. We all know that every child loves the 
sanctuary of their own bedroom, so help them to 
have even more fun simply by using bright, vibrant 
colours, and fun interior design elements.

Our blinds are designed to be Child Safe with no dangerous 
cords or chains which could cause injury. Our one touch 
control allows for effortless positioning of the blind. 
Choose accessories such as our Restrictor and Security lock 
to provide extra child safety for extra peace of mind. 

keep those early sunrises hidden from your little early risers

Kids’ 
bedroom

Sky Breeze
Blackout: 0214 

Twilight 
Blackout: 0224   Dimout: 0224T

Pink Blush
Blackout: 119   Dimout: 106T

Cotton Candy
Blackout: 0113   

Nightfall
Blackout: 0200   

Aqua Falls
Blackout: 223   

Lemon Zest
Blackout: 0421   Dimout: 0421T

Mango Fusion
Blackout: 0424   Dimout: 0424T

Raspberry Rush
Blackout: 0112   

Fresh Mint 
Blackout: 0321   Dimout: 0321T

Firecracker Red
Blackout: 0117   Dimout: 0117T

*not recommended for top hung or  fire escape windows

For full colour range see www.keyliteblinds.com

Choose Blackout – for a great night’s sleep.
We all know the value of great night time sleeping 

habits for children…not just is a long night’s sleep 

essential for each individual child, it is also conducive 

to a much happier family unit. We offer a great 

variety of colourful, fun, blackout blinds which are 

perfect for brightening up a child’s bedroom - many 

of them include the additional thermal option for 

extra cosiness at no extra cost…perfect for ensuring 

that your little ones get a great nights’ sleep. 

Restrictor*
For added safety, a 
Keylite opening restrictor 
is available to regulate 
the extent to which your 
roof windows can open, 
while still providing 
complete safety.  

Security lock*
A Keylite security lock 
can be easily fitted for 
added security. Security 
locks stop the window 
opening, without 
restricting ventilation.
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Living space
The living room is right at the very heart of every 
home - the place where we entertain friends 
and catch up on life.  Because of this, the living 
room is a room that should be atmospheric, 
homely and cosy….a room that is as welcoming 
as it is warming. 

Adding beautiful Keylite blinds to your living 
room’s roof windows is one way in which 
you can create this perfect warm, welcoming 
environment. 

Choose Dimout
If you are one of those people who likes to 
relax, whilst still wishing to avail of soft subtle 
natural light, the dimout range is the perfect 
choice for you. 

Choose Blackout 
If you like to come home, draw your blinds on 
the outside world and spend the evening doing 
nothing but relaxing, then our blackout range 
represents the perfect fabric choice for you.

Colour
DIMOUt 
is the No1 choice 
for living rooms
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Shade

The place that plays host to life’s everyday activities 
and adventures….to reflect the fact that the 
kitchen is a much used, much lived in room of 
any home, it is imperative that it is vibrant, bright, 
and fresh; no matter how big or small it may be in 
terms of its physical space, it should be bursting 
with homeliness and warmth!

Choose Wipe Clean  
Moisture Resistant Blinds 
Our wipe clean, moisture resistant blinds range offers 
the perfect solution for any kitchen space. All that 
cooking can quickly take its toll on blinds and it is for 
this reason that we now offer wipe clean blinds which 
are completely moisture resistant, with an easy wipe 
clean texture. No more stains, no more odours, just 
blinds that can stand the test of time in your kitchen.  

Kitchen 

Marble White
Blackout: 0068   

Marble Cream
Blackout: 0069   

Marble Black
Blackout: 0070   

Blackout, fire retardant 
and wipe clean fabrics.
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Choose Wipe Clean  
Moisture Resistant Blinds 
Our wipe-clean, moisture resistant blinds 
range offers the perfect solution for any 
bathroom space. In a room where steam 
is always prominent, our wipe clean range 
will ensure that you can simply wipe your 
moisture resistant blinds after a shower or 
a bath so your blinds always look pristine.

Cleaner Design
Because the blind is equipped with our 
one touch control bar there are no cords 
to get wet or discoloured.

Waterproof

Bathroom 

Marble White
Blackout: 0068   

Marble Cream
Blackout: 0069   

Marble Black
Blackout: 0070   

Fire retardant and wipe 
clean fabrics.
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Service
Keylite’s technical experts 
are on hand to advise and 
assist you with our after-
sales service at the contact 
points printed at the back 
of this brochure.  

telescopic Window Opening 
Pole (Blinds Control)
Difficulty reaching your Keylite 
Roof Window? A Keylite Telescopic 
Window Opening Pole will allow you 
to manually control your Keylite roof 
window & blinds. Available in 2m 
and 3m lengths, extendable from 
1 meter when closed. 

Accessories 
& upgrades

Restrictor
For added safety, a Keylite opening 
restrictor is available. Restrictors 
regulate the extent to which your 
roof windows can open.  

Not recommended for 
Top Hung/Fire Escape Windows

Security lock
A Keylite security lock can be easily fitted for added security.  Security locks 
stop the window opening entirely, without restricting ventilation.  
Not recommended for Top Hung/Fire Escape Windows’

Quick and 
easy to install

Remove Strip from the back 
of the cassette.

Remove Strip1
Position Cassette and press 
up firmly. Using the screws 
provided fix the cassette into 
place with a hand screwdriver.

Position Cassette2

Align Side Rails into position.

Align Side Rails3
Secure Side Rails and using 
screws provided, fix into place 
with a hand screwdriver.

Secure Side Rails4

keylite solar powered blinds are perfect for 
those out of reach manually operated windows. 
The blind is operated by a standard battery pack 
which is recharged by solar power and the kit 
includes a remote control unit. SOlAR
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Call us to place your order 
or alternatively order online

  Blackout Blinds
 Block all exterior light sources,  
 perfect for a bedroom or 
 home cinema.

  White Finish Surround
 The perfect complement to your 
 White Finish windows.

  Aluminium Surround
 Ideal with Pine Windows for a 

contemporary finish.

   Locate the serial code/window 
size on the silver identification card, 
under the ventilation handle. 

 (eg. 0410 12345).

Please follow these simple steps to select your blind.

StEP 2
Choose type of blind required.

StEP 1
Locate serial code / window size.

StEP 3
Choose type of surround required.

  Dimout Blinds
 Provide privacy and control 
 of sunlight.

Classic White
Blackout: 0008   Dimout: 0008T

Sky Breeze
Blackout: 0214   

Twilight 
Blackout: 0224   Dimout: 0224T

Pink Blush
Blackout: 119   Dimout: 106T

Antique Cream
Blackout:  0649   Dimout: 0649T

Cotton Candy
Blackout: 0113   

Grey Whisper
Blackout: 0511   Dimout: 0511T

Aqua Falls
Blackout: 223   

Nightfall
Blackout: 0200  

Caramel Latte
Blackout: 0653   Dimout: 0653T

Lemon Zest
Blackout: 0421   Dimout: 0421T

Mango Fusion
Blackout: 0424   Dimout: 0424T

Intense Hazelnut
Blackout: 0655   Dimout: 0655T

Black Velvet
Blackout: 0009   Dimout: 0009T

Firecracker Red
Blackout: 0117   Dimout: 0117T

Fossil Grey
Blackout: 0519  Dimout: 0519T

Raspberry Rush
Blackout: 0112   

Fresh Mint 
Blackout: 0321   Dimout: 0321T

Fire retardant and wipe 
clean fabric blinds.

For extended range 
see keyliteblinds.com

Marble White
Blackout: 0068   

Marble Cream
Blackout: 0069   

Marble Black
Blackout: 0070   

StEP 4
Choose from the following colours

ORDER onLInE
www.keyliteblinds.com

ORDER HotLInE
UK: +44 (0)12 8320 0197   
NI & ROI : +44 (0)28 8676 7515

E-MAIL EnQUIRIES
sales@keyliteblinds.com
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NI & ROI
Derryloran Industrial Est. Sandholes Road, 
Cookstown, Co. Tyrone, BT80 9LU

T:  +44 (0) 28 8676 7515
E:  sales@keyliteblinds.co.uk

Uk
Ryder Close, Cadley Hill Industrial Estate, 
Swadlincote, South Derbyshire, DE11 9EU

T:  +44 (0) 1283 200 197
E:  sales@keyliteblinds.com

keyliteblinds.com

Roof Windows

Go Beyond the Ordinary!


